Given a number of requests , we propose a polynomial-time algorithm for finding disjoint paths in a symmetric directed graph. It is known that the problem of finding 
Introduction
The purpose of a telecommunication network is to let its nodes communicate with each other. The network tries to satisfy communication requests, each request being composed of a sender, a receiver and some amount of data that must be transmitted. Satisfying the requests means finding a set of paths for each request on which a connection will be established, within the network's capacity constraints. A network is usually represented by a directed or undirected graph, vertices of the graph representing nodes of the network, and edges representing the links between nodes of the network. Furthermore, each vertex and each edge have a capacity which represents the maximum amount of data that may be processed by it at any given time. Whether or not it is possible to satisfy requests on a network translates into a routing problem on a graph with capacities, a classical graph theory problem [1] . If the requests represent simple data transmissions, and if the data can be freely split into small parts that will be independently routed in the network, then the routing problem is called a multicommodity flow problem. On the other hand, if the requests correspond to unsplittable communication channels with unit capacities, the routing problem is called a disjoint path problem. Disjoint paths are used for instance to make a logical ATM 1 network, and for many other networking applications. In this paper, we will study the disjoint path problem within a specific class of graphs: symmetric digraphs. Our motivation comes from the study of optical telecommunication networks (in particular ATM networks). Optical telecommunication devices are directed which means that they are used to send data to a specific direction, or to receive data from a specific direction. However, optical equipments are constituted of pairs of opposite devices so that the amount of data that can be sent in or received from a given direction is the same. We thus model the network by a symmetric digraph where each edge is matched by an opposite edge. The problem is to satisfy a family of requests R = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x , y )}, by finding pairwise disjoint paths from x i to y i . Note that in the general problem, each request from x i to y i is associated with a certain amount of traffic expressed as a multiple of some unitary traffic. Here if we have k units of traffic from x i to y i (G + R) Eulerian (in other words the demand can be split and routed via k different paths), then R contains k times the request (x i , y i ). That is the reason we consider R as a family. Disjoint path problems cover in fact four categories, depending on whether the paths must be vertex-disjoint or edgedisjoint, and depending on whether the graph is directed or not. Vertex-disjoint and edge-disjoint path problems are equivalent in many cases [2, 3] . For instance, edge-disjoint path problems can be polynomially reduced to vertex-disjoint path problems without changing the number of requests using line graphs [4] ; in directed graphs vertex-disjoint path problems can be reduced to edge-disjoint ones by simply splitting each vertex into an input/output pair. 2 For undirected graphs, Karp [5] showed that the disjoint path problem is NP-complete. Lynch [6] showed that the problem is NP-complete even if G is planar; Kramer and van Leeuwen [7] showed that the problem is NP-complete even if G is a grid; Middendorf and Pfeiffer [8] showed that the problem is NP-complete even if (G + R) is planar. 3 Nishizeki, Vygen and Xiao Zhou [9] showed that the problem is NP-complete even if G is series-parallel. On the other hand, for a given number of requests, Robertson and Seymour [3] gave a polynomial-time-decision algorithm in O(|V | 3 ). For directed graphs, Even, Itai and Shamir [10] showed that the disjoint path problem is NP-complete, and Fortune, Hopcroft and Wyllie [11] showed that the problem is NP-complete even if the number of requested paths is two. Table 1 recapitulates some of the principal variants of the disjoint path problem in directed graphs and their complexity. 4 We study the case of symmetric digraphs which is one of the best ways to represent any optical network. The vertexdisjoint path problem is the same problem in symmetric digraphs or in undirected graphs. However, the edge-disjoint problem has not yet been entirely solved; it has already been shown by Chanas [16] that the problem is NP-complete in the general case, and that there is a linear algorithm for finding two disjoint paths.
In this paper, we propose a polynomial-time algorithm for finding a bounded number of edge-disjoint paths in a symmetric multigraph, proving the following theorem:
Theorem 1. There is a polynomial-time algorithm for finding edge-disjoint paths in a symmetric digraph.
In other words, the complexity of our algorithm is polynomial in the size of the multigraph, although it is exponential in the number of requests. Obviously, there is no heavy distinction between routing problems in graphs or in multigraphs: one can consider that a graph is also a multigraph, and conversely, it is sufficient to split the edges of a multigraph to obtain a simple graph of roughly the same size without changing the request family or the existence of a solution to that set or the routing itself. Our proof will imply transformations of the original graph which may yield multiple edges between two vertices, which is why we use multigraphs. Nonetheless, the use of multigraphs remains a simple convenience, the routing problems we consider being strictly equivalent in graphs and multigraphs.
We will first state our notations of simple mathematical objects such as directed and undirected multigraphs, request families, paths and pairing functions (Section 2). All the mathematical symbols we use throughout the paper are summarized in Table 2 for easy reference. We will then introduce the more complex concepts of edge-minors and minimal symmetric disjoint path problems and propose an algorithm for solving the edge-disjoint path problem in a symmetric multigraph for requests (Section 3). Finally, we will prove that the number of minimal symmetric disjoint path problems with requests is bounded, thus proving that the formerly proposed algorithm is polynomial (Section 4).
Notations
We use the terminology G = (V , E) to designate undirected multigraphs, where V is the vertex set and E is the (undirected) edge set. Likewise, we usually designate directed multigraphs by G = (V , A), V being the vertex set and A being the arc (directed edge) set. For the purpose of clarity, we will always use the term 'arc' for directed entities, and the term 'edge' for undirected ones. An arc denoted a (xy) will always be linking vertex x to vertex y, and an edge e (xy) will always be linking vertices x and y together. 
A directed graph or multigraph e, e i , e (xy) An (undirected) edge E An (undirected) edge set
An undirected graph or multigraph 
An edge-minor embedding (Definition 8)
The disjoint routing problems we consider involve finding pairwise arc-disjoint (or edge-disjoint) paths related to a request family. A request family is formally a collection of pairs of vertices R = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x , y )}. We define hereafter directed paths (Definition 1), undirected paths (Definition 2) and solutions to a disjoint path problem (Definition 3). 
Definition 3 (Solution to a Disjoint Path Problem). Let
multigraph. Let R be a request family on G. We say that a set P of directed paths (resp. a set P of undirected paths) is a solution to (G, R) if
• each arc in A (resp. each edge in E) belongs to at most one path in P (resp. P).
• there is a bijection f : R → P (resp. f : R → P) such that for all (x, y) ∈ R, f (x, y) is a path linking x to y.
We still have to define symmetric multigraphs (Definition 4). Any symmetric multigraph is associated with an undirected multigraph called its skeleton (Definition 5, Fig. 1 ). The arcs of a symmetric multigraph are associated with the edges of its skeleton through a pairing function (Definition 6).
Definition 4 (Symmetric Multigraph).
Let G = (V , A) be a directed multigraph. The arc set A is called symmetric if for all x, y ∈ V there is the same number of arcs linking x to y and y to x. The multigraph G is called a symmetric multigraph if its arc set A is symmetric. Symmetric multigraphs and arc sets will be marked thereafter by a star (see Table 2 ).
Definition 5 (Skeleton
such that for all pairs of vertices x, y in V there is the same number of arcs from x to y in A * and of edges between x and y in E. We call G = (V , E) the skeleton of G * . Hereafter, a multigraph called G = (V , E) will always be an undirected multigraph, skeleton of some G * = (V , A * ).
Definition 6 (Pairing Function).
Let G * = (V , A * ) be a symmetric multigraph and let G = (V , E) be its skeleton. Let s : A * → E be a function. We say that s is a pairing function if for each edge e (xy) in E, there are two arcs a (xy) and a (yx) in A * with s −1 (e (xy) ) = {a (xy) , a (yx) }.
Edge-minors and minimal symmetric disjoint path problems
Adapting the notion of minors 5 to edge-disjoint path problems we will define minimal symmetric disjoint path problems. We will show in Theorem 2 that it is sufficient to bound the number of minimal symmetric disjoint path problems with requests to prove our main theorem (Theorem 1). Fig. 1 . A symmetric graph G * and its skeleton G.
Fig. 2.
On the left, the skeleton G of G * and the solution P sol of (G * , R) constructed from P m . On the right, an edge-minor G m of G and a solution P m of (G * m , R m ). Fig. 2) . 
Definition 7 (Minor). Let G = (V , E) and G m = (V m
, E(M V : V m → V , M E : E m → P), with P = M E (E m ). Let R m = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x , y )} be a request family on G * m . The collection R = {(M V (x 1 ), M V (y 1 )), (M V (x 2 ), M V (y 2 )), . . . , (M V (x ), M V (y ))} is(yx) = b k b k−1 . . . b 1 are in P with s(a 1 ) = s(b 1 ) = e 1 , s(a 2 ) = s(b 2 ) = e 2 , . . . , s(a k ) = s(b k ) = e k . Furthermore= f (a 1 )f (a 2 ) . . . f (a k ) is in P sol (illustrated in= (M V , M E ) of G m in G such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, M V (x mi ) = x i ,
and producing such an edge-minor embedding if it exists.
Proof. Let L = (V L , E L ) be an undirected graph constructed as follows: , e (xy) ) for each pair (x, e (xy) ) where x, y ∈ V and e (xy) ∈ E. , e (xy) ), L(y, e (xy) )) for each edge e (xy) ∈ E and (c) one edge (L(x, e xy ), L(x, e (xz) )) for each pair e (xy) , e (xz) of adjacent edges in G.
Informally, L is constructed by splitting the edges of G, then by producing a line graph, and eventually by adding end vertices If G m is an edge-minor of G, we may obtain the vertex-disjoint paths of a minor embedding of G m in L by transforming the edge-disjoint paths of an edge-minor embedding p = e (x 0 x 1 ) . . .
Conversely, if G m is a minor of L, we may obtain the edge-disjoint paths of an edge-minor embedding of G m in G by transforming the vertex-disjoint paths of a vertex-minor embedding as follows:
(1) ignore edges of the form (L(x), L(x, e (xy) )), (2) replace edges of the form (L(x, e (xy) ), L(y, e (xy) )) by e (xy) , (3) ignore edges of the form (L(x, e (xy) ), L(x, e (xz) )).
Therefore we can use Robertson and Seymour's algorithm [3] to decide whether there is an edge-minor embedding 
Theorem 2. Given a positive number , if the number of minimal symmetric disjoint path problems with requests is finite, then there is a polynomial-time algorithm that solves symmetric disjoint path problems with requests.
Proof. Let (G * , R) be a symmetric disjoint path problem with requests. Let N be the size of the biggest minimal symmetric disjoint path problem with requests (N is independent of G * ). We let G be the skeleton of G * .
The following algorithm solves the symmetric disjoint path problem (G * , R): 
If this is the case, then state that the symmetric disjoint path problem (G * , R) has a solution and end algorithm. (2) state that the symmetric disjoint path problem (G * , R) has no solution.
end ALGORITHM.
In instruction (1)(b), we can assert using Lemma 1 that the symmetric disjoint path problem (G * , R) has a solution. Also, if the symmetric disjoint path problem (G * , R) has a solution, there are a minimal symmetric disjoint path problem (G * m , R m ) of size smaller than or equal to N and an edge-minor embedding
if the algorithm reaches instruction (2), we can assert that there is no solution to the problem.
We assumed that the number of minimal symmetric disjoint path problems was finite given , so the for each loop is run a finite number of times, independent of G * . Likewise, the cost of computing whether the problems (G * m , R m ) have a solution is independent of G Proof. Let A u be the set of arcs of A * that are not used by any path in P. We will first prove that there is no cycle in A u . We will then prove that A u can be decomposed into at most paths. 6 . Minimal symmetric disjoint path problems and their solutions for 3 requests {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 )} with six distinct end vertices. All the minimal symmetric disjoint path problems with 3 requests can be obtained from these seven problems by merging end vertices, or by permutation on the vertex labels. A detailed construction of these seven problems can be found in [17] .
Conclusion
We have proven that the disjoint path problem is polynomial for requests in symmetric digraphs (Theorem 1) by proposing a polynomial-time algorithm and proving its correctness in Theorems 2 and 3. This result was quite surprising since disjoint path problems are notoriously hard in directed graphs (finding only two disjoint paths in a directed graph being NP-hard following a result of Fortune, Hopcroft and Wyllie [11] ). This opens up the possibility of finding exact solutions for a few number of requests in symmetric digraphs. It should be noted, however that even though our algorithm relies on Robertson and Seymour's algorithm which they themselves call ''practically unfeasible'', it is possible to make feasible algorithms tailored to a few number of requests (3, 4, 5, . . . ). Indeed, it turns out that the effective number of minimal symmetric disjoint path problems is much smaller than the bound we propose (only 7 minimal problems with 3 requests need to be investigated). Each of those relatively few and small minimal problems could then be tested with more efficient algorithms [18] [19] [20] .
